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## STYLES

4.1 What are styles?
- Formatting levels
- Direct formatting
- Advantages

4.2 Using the built-in styles
- Apply a style
- Style types
- Current (active) style

4.3 Modifying styles
- Selecting a theme
- Changing the Style set
- Adjusting an individual style
- Removing styles

4.4 Creating a style
- Style components
- Theme-awareness
- Saving styles
- References

4.5 Styles in Word/dtp
- Principles
- Reformatting an existing document with Word/dtp
- Existing formatting
- Other style functions

## NUMBERED AND BULLETED LISTS

5.1 Multilevel numbering
- Chapter numbering?
- Numbered and bulleted lists

5.2 List styles

5.3 Numbering using Word/dtp
- Word/dtp list styles
- Adjusting the numbering
- Creating a list
- Setting the numbering level

## TEMPLATES

6.1 Template basics
- Template components
- Linking a template to a document
- Switching workplace

6.2 Creating a template
- Page formatting and fixed text
- Modifying a template
- Various components
9 LARGE DOCUMENTS

9.1 Maintaining overview
- Navigating by headings
- Managing document structure
- Setting up a document

9.2 Preventing a document from becoming slow and unstable
- Master document and subdocuments

9.3 Notes

9.4 Cross references
- Refer to a heading

10 PICTURES

10.1 Inserting a picture into a document
- Image file
- Embedding
- Linking
- Advice

10.2 Floating or in-line?
- In-line
- Floating
- Advice

10.3 Picture types and resolution
- Bitmap
- Word/dtp
- Vector images
- Advice

10.4 Captions
- Inserting a caption
- Formatting
- Numbering
- Keeping object and caption together
- Creating a table of figures

10.5 Floating images
- Text wrapping around the picture
- Refining the wrapping

10.6 The position of an image in the text
- Anchoring an image
- A picture on a fixed position
- Fixed distance from paragraph
- Locking the anchor
- Rules of thumb

10.7 Basic operations on pictures
- Picture Tools
- Moving a picture
- Resizing
- Deleting, copying, cutting
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### 10.8 Formatting a picture
- Picture Tools
- Cropping
- Background removal
- Brightness, contrast, and sharpness, colours
- Effects
- Compression
- Resetting
- Picture borders
- Rotation

### 11 DIAGRAMS

#### 11.1 Basics
- Components
- Anchoring
- Advice

#### 11.2 Autoshapes
- Manipulations

#### 11.3 Connections

#### 11.4 Arrangement
- Dragging
- Aligning
- Grouping

#### 11.5 Resizing

#### 11.6 Other types of diagrams
- SmartArt
- Diagram from other programs
- Resolution, sharpness

### 12 TABLES

#### 12.1 Overview
- Creating a table

#### 1.1 Adjusting the cell size
- Column width
- Row height
- Table size

#### 12.2 Changing the number of cells
- Adding columns or rows
- Inserting cells
- Deleting versus clearing
- Merging cells
- Splitting cells
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